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Whitehorse Independent Theatre
Announces a Virtual Jam Series: Sing Along Play Along.
WHITEHORSE, YT: In these times of social distancing, it’s difficult for musicians, especially closet
and beginner musicians, to connect and play together in live settings. The Jam Series offers an
opportunity for jammers and musicians of all levels to play along with seasoned jam leaders; all
from the comfort of their own homes.
The Sing Along Play along Jams are bi-weekly live streams, Monday evenings, 7pm, starting
October 12th and occurring over the next 6 months. Sessions will be led by experienced and
skilled hosts. Each session will be approximately 40 minutes. Chord charts and lyric sheets will
be provided prior to each jam session.
Participants at home can tune in on Facebook live, alone or with bubble friends, and learn new
songs or play along to old favorites. The event is live on Mondays and then available online at
any time for two weeks, after which it will be removed.
Interested participants should tune in to the WIT – Whitehorse Independent Theatre Facebook
page event.
Should you be a musician interested Information on how to apply to host a session can be
found on our website: http://www.wittheatre.ca or on our Facebook page: WIT – Whitehorse
Independent Theatre.
Because these events are virtual, WITheatre would like to invite musicians from all communities
across the territory to apply to host a jam.
This project received financial support from the Yukon Government and Jazz Yukon.
If you have any questions, please email wittheatreyt@gmail.com.
About Whitehorse Independent Theatre (WIT): WIT creates works that lighten emotional
burdens, in artful ways that stretch the definition of theatre using spoken word, movement,
music, theatre and film. WIT strives to bring a sense of our northern world to the world stage
through work that is immediate, authentic and enlivening.
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